BETTER CONTROL, REAL SAVINGS.
On-Demand Efficiency and Cost Management.

Eliminate both shortages and surplus, and increase overall capacity. Our consignment program is a more convenient and cost-effective way to manage your surgical instruments.

**Lean and efficient:**
- Keep sufficient inventory in your facility, ready for use
- Pay only for what you use, when you need it
- Minimize pegboard and instrument clutter
- Streamline ordering and billing
- Avoid lengthy backorders

**Customized to your needs:**
Simple and collaborative process can be adjusted to meet your needs, with scalability for any-sized facility.

**Optimal inventory:**
We analyze your annual instrument usage to determine your initial stock. When instruments arrive, we set everything up. Your stock is then routinely inventoried and replenished, so you always have what you need.

Did you know...
We carry over 14,000 high-quality König and Fürst surgical instruments, all with a lifetime guarantee. Ask your Medline representative about how we can meet all your instrument needs.

For more information, contact your Medline representative today.